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Abstract

Keywords

Background: Interpregnancy intervals (IPI) have been related to adverse perinatal outcomes, however, correlation
between IPI and BF initiation among women with pregestational diabetes (PGDM) have not been described.

Pregestational diabetes mellitus, Intention to breastfeed,
Breastfeeding initiation, Interpregnancy interval

Objective: To determine associations of short (< 18 months),
intermediate (18-59 months) and long (≥ 60 months) IPI
with intention to breastfeed (BF) and with exclusive BF,
partial BF or formula feeding (FF) at discharge.
Methods: Retrospective cohort study of 205 women with
PGDM who delivered (2013-2018) at ≥ 34 weeks GA. IPI
was calculated as months elapsed between a live birth (previous) and the start of the pregnancy of the next live birth
(subsequent).
Results: IPI distribution was 34% short, 42% intermediate
and 24% long. Short as compared to long IPI included more
type 1 women (41 vs. 18%), younger women (31 vs. 34y),
fewer BMI kg/m2 ≥ 35 (46 vs. 64%) and more NICU admissions (26 vs. 2%). Prior BF experience was similar among
the groups (short 63%, intermediate 59% and long IPI
54%). Intention to BF was similar for short and intermediate
IPI (67 & 65%) and lower for long IPI (44%). At discharge
comparing short vs. long IPI, exclusive BF was higher (37
vs. 18%), partial BF was similar (36 vs. 28%) and FF was
lower (27 vs. 54%).
Conclusions: Among women with PGDM, short IPI is associated with exclusive BF at discharge while long IPI was
associated with lower intention to BF, lower rate of exclusive
BF and higher rate of FF at discharge. IPI outside recommended guidelines affect perinatal outcomes and increase
the risk for BF initiation failure.

Background
Birth spacing has been a concern for health care providers for many decades [1-4]. The World Health Organization endorses 24 months between delivery (previous) and conception of the next (subsequent) pregnancy, while ACOG recommends an interpregnancy interval (IPI) of 18 months to 5 years [5,6]. Healthy People
2020 aims to reduce the proportion of pregnancies that
occur within 18 months of each other due to the association of short IPI with adverse maternal, perinatal and
neonatal outcomes [7]. Unfortunately, gaps remain in
our knowledge of the effects of birth spacing on other
important maternal and neonatal outcomes at the time
of subsequent pregnancies [4].
Breastfeeding (BF) should be considered a desirable maternal and neonatal outcome as it is key to the
health and wellbeing of mothers and their infants [8,9].
In 2015, approximately 83% of the general maternal
population in the U.S. initiated breastfeeding at discharge from the hospital [10]. In addition to traditionally recognized barriers to BF among healthy women,
maternal and neonatal morbidities occurring in pregnancies complicated by pregestational diabetes mellitus (PGDM) may also interfere with or delay BF initia-
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tion or BF duration [11-13]. Women with short IPI may
be at increased risk for gestational diabetes and other
comorbidities during pregnancy including obesity and
PGDM [14,15]. Occurrence and recurrence of diabetes
has been associated with long IPI [16-18]. However, the
relationship between IPI and intention to BF and infant
feeding at discharge among women with PGDM are under reported.

Objective
To compare clinical and demographic data of women with PGDM with short (< 18 months), intermediate
(18-59 months) or long (≥ 60 months) IPI. The main objective was to determine associations of IPI with intention to BF declared prior to delivery and infant feeding
choice [exclusive BF, partial BF or formula feeding (FF)]
at discharge from the hospital.

Subjects and Methods
This retrospective cohort investigation was approved
by the Institutional Review Board at The Ohio State University Wexner Medical Center. Electronic maternal and
neonatal records (2013-2018) were reviewed. Women
were diagnosed with PGDM (type 1 and type 2) according to clinical and laboratory criteria [19]. In agreement
with WHO guidelines, we categorized women in our
investigation as obese (BMI 30-34 kg/m2), very obese
(35-39 kg/m2) and extremely obese (≥ 40 kg/m2) [20].
The study population consisted of women with PGDM
and their infants if delivered at ≥ 34 weeks. Pregnancies
affected by major or fatal malformations were excluded. Upon arrival to labor and delivery, each woman was
queried about her past BF experience and her intended
infant feeding choice [21].
The IPI was calculated as the time in months elapsed
between the delivery of a live birth (previous) and the
start of the pregnancy that led to another live birth
(subsequent). The start of the subsequent pregnancy
was estimated by subtracting the gestational age in
weeks from the date of birth [15,22,23]. Women with
intervening obstetrical events such as abortions, ectopic pregnancies, stillbirths, and the birth of non-viable
infants between the previous and subsequent pregnancies were excluded [24]. Of the previous pregnancies,
93 delivered in our center whereas 112 delivered elsewhere. All 205 subsequent pregnancies delivered at our
center.
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was also an option for infants whose mothers had poorly controlled diabetes [25]. Asymptomatic infants able
to feed orally were transferred to the Newborn Nursery
for routine care and glucose monitoring. Our family-centered care system has rooming-in available and full-time
lactation consultants whose services are offered to all
women regardless of their infant feeding preference.
Screening for hypoglycemia (blood glucose < 40 mg/
dl) was done via serial point of care testing (Accu-Chek®)
or by plasma glucose measurement in the laboratory
(Beckman Coulter AU5800, Beckman Coulter Inc., Brea,
CA, U.S.A.) starting within the first hour of life after the
first feeding and every 2-4 hours thereafter as needed
[25]. Asymptomatic infants in the Newborn Nursery
with hypoglycemia were promptly BF or FF and those
with recurrent hypoglycemia were treated with intravenous (IV) dextrose. On admission to the NICU, most
infants were started on IV dextrose and those who were
able to feed were BF or FF.
BF was defined as initiated, if at the time of hospital discharge, the infant was exclusively BF [all feedings
during the preceding 24 hours were direct from the
breast or by expressed breast milk (EBM)] or partially BF
(30-90% of the feedings during the preceding 24 hours
were direct from the breast or EBM). Due to the study
design, no follow-up information was available on infant feeding practices following hospital discharge.

Statistical Analysis
Frequency and percent were used to describe categorical variables and the median and interquartile
range (IQR) were used to describe numeric variables.
Univariable tests of association with IPI and prior BF
experience for each demographic and clinical variable
were performed using Fisher’s exact test, linear-by-linear association tests (for ordinal variables with 3+ categories), or the Kruskal-Wallis test. Multivariable proportional odds models were used to estimate the adjusted
effects of a chosen set of predictors on both intention
to BF and BF at discharge. IPI and prior BF experience
were pre-selected to be included in the multivariable
model. Based on univariable relationship test results,
mother’s age, BMI and PGDM type were selected for
inclusion in the multivariable models. The model for BF
at discharge also included intention to BF as a predictor.
The importance of each predictor in these multivariable
models was visualized using the fraction of explainable
outcome variation contributed by each predictors partial chi-square value. Significance was established at a
p value < 0.05. Statistical analysis was performed in R
(version 3.6.3 URL https://www.R-project.org/).

Depending on the condition of the mother and her
infant following delivery, maternal-infant interactions
such as holding, skin to skin contact and BF were encouraged. Delivery room and postpartum maternal-infant interactions were observed and documented by
the nursing staff.

Results

Per our hospital practice, any symptomatic infants
regardless of the mothers’ type of diabetes, were directly transferred from the delivery room to the NICU.
Admission to the NICU for prevention of hypoglycemia

The study population consisted of 205 multiparous
women with PGDM who on arrival to labor and delivery
reported their previous BF experience and their choice
of infant feeding for the subsequent pregnancy. Of the
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Table 1: Interpregnancy intervals and maternal outcomes.
Interpregnancy Interval

< 18 Mo.

18-59 Mo.

≥ 60 Mo.

p

Mother-Infant Dyads no. (%)

70 (34)

85 (42)

50 (24)

NS

Diabetes mellitus type 1 no. (%)

29 (41)

27 (32)

9 (18)

Diabetes mellitus type 2 no. (%)

41 (59)

58 (68)

41 (82)

Race

Black no. (%)

14 (20)

25 (29)

16 (32)

White no. (%)

40 (57)

38 (45)

15 (30)

Hispanic no. (%)

12 (17)

14 (17)

13 (26)

Other no. (%)

4 (6)

8 (9)

6 (12)

0.025

NS

Mothers age (y) median (IQR)

31 (28-36)

31 (27-34)

34 (31-37)

0.004

BMI kg/m2 median (IQR)

34 (31-40)

35 (30-40)

36 (31-43)

NS

BMI kg/m2 ≥ 35 no. (%)

32 (46)

44 (52)

32 (64)

NS

Smokers no. (%)

3 (4)

10 (12)

9 (18)

Never smoked no. (%)

55 (79)

64 (75)

32 (64)

Former smokers no. (%)

12 (17)

11 (13)

9 (18)

Percent hemoglobin A1C median (IQR)

6 (5.5-6.9)

6 (5.7-6.9)

6 (5.5-6.7)

Mode of Delivery - Vaginal no. (%)

24 (34)

34 (40)

20 (40)

Primary cesarean no. (%)

4 (6)

10 (12)

8 (16)

Repeat cesarean no. (%)

42 (60)

41 (48)

22 (44)

4 (3-4)

3 (3-4)

4 (3-4)

Mother length of stay (d) median (IQR)

0.02
NS
NS
NS

Table 2: Interpregnancy intervals and neonatal outcomes.
Interpregnancy Interval

< 18 Mo.

18-59 Mo.

≥ 60 Mo.

p

Gender (males) no. (%)

34 (49)

50 (59)

23 (46)

NS

3609

3580

3553

Birth weight (g) median (IQR)

(3227-3991)

(3243-3989)

(2994-4130)

Gestational age (w) median (IQR)

38 (37-39)

38 (37-39)

38 (37-39)

NS

Late preterm no. (%)

14 (20)

9 (11)

31 (11)

NS

Large for gestational age no. (%)

32 (46)

41 (48)

24 (48)

Small for gestational age no. (%)

3 (4)

1 (1)

1 (2)

Appropriate for gestational age no. (%)

35 (50)

43 (51)

25 (50)

Direct admission to NICU no. (%)

18 (26)

8 (9)

1 (2)

Admission to Newborn Nursery no. (%)

52 (74)

77 (91)

49 (98)

Neonatal macrosomia no. (%)

14 (20)

20 (24)

16 (32)

NS

Neonatal hypoglycemia no. (%)

33 (47)

37 (44)

20 (40)

NS

Received IV Treatment no. (%)

20 (29)

17 (20)

8 (40)

NS

Baby length of stay (d) median (IQR)

3 (2-4)

3 (3-4)

3 (2-3)

NS

Discharged home with mother no. (%)

62 (89)

82 (96)

70 (100)

NS

205 pregnancies, there were 70 (34%) with short IPI, 85
(42%) with intermediate IPI and 50 (24%) with long IPI.
The median IPI was 27 months (IQR 14-57) while the
median age of the mothers was 32 years (IQR 28-36).

Interpregnancy intervals and maternal outcomes
Clinical and demographic characteristics of the IPI
groups are displayed in Table 1. Mothers in the short
and intermediate IPI groups were younger than those in
the long IPI group. As the IPI increased, the prevalence
of type 1 diabetes decreased (41 vs. 18%) while that of
type 2 diabetes increased (59 vs 82%). Median maternal age was higher in the long IPI group compared to
Cordero et al. Int J Womens Health Wellness 2020, 6:114

NS

NS

< 0.001

the short and intermediate group. There were 29 (14%)
women on medication for chronic hypertension and
19 (9%) others with preeclampsia with severe features
during the third trimester. Ten of the 19 (53%) patients
with preeclampsia delivered after a short IPI as compared to 5 (26%) of the intermediate and 4 (2%) of the
long IPI. Three of 70 (4%) women in the short, 10 of 85
(12%) in the intermediate and 9 of 50 (18%) in the long
IPI group acknowledged smoking during the subsequent
pregnancy.

Interpregnancy intervals and neonatal outcomes
Most neonatal outcomes were similar across the
• Page 3 of 7 •
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three IPI groups (Table 2). The number of asymptomatic infants admitted to the Newborn Nursery increased
from 74% in the short IPI group to 91% in the intermediate and 98% in the long IPI group. Conversely, direct admissions from the delivery room to the NICU
declined significantly from 18 infants (26%) in the
short IPI to 8 (9%) in the intermediate and 1 (2%) in the
long IPI. Statistical analysis showed that for each week
increase in GA there was 50% lower chance of NICU
admission. NICU admission diagnoses included respiratory distress (5), hypoglycemia in the delivery room
(5), prevention of hypoglycemia (8), prematurity (4),
macrosomia (2) and others (3). Median length of hospital stay among NICU admissions was 4 days (IQR 3-7).

er two groups. Of the 56 instances of exclusive BF for
the entire population at discharge, 50 were by direct
BF and 6 from exclusive EBM. The rate of FF increased
from the short IPI (27%) to the intermediate (45%)
and to the long IPI group (54%). Multivariable analysis showed that prior BF experience was the strongest
predictor of intention to BF (OR 6.44; CI 3.4-12.0).

Prior BF experience and BF at discharge
Prior BF experience was declared prenatally at a
similar rate for the three IPI groups (Table 3). Of the
121 women with prior BF experience combined, 74%
intended to BF, 22% intended to BF partially while 4%
intended FF only (Table 4). In contrast, of the 84 women with no prior BF experience, 40% intended BF, 18%
intended partial BF and 42% intended FF. As expected,
at discharge women with prior BF experience BF exclusively and BF partially more often than those without
prior BF experience. Multivariable analysis showed that
the stronger predictors of BF at discharge were prior BF
experience (OR 4.49; CI 2.31-8.71) and intention to BF
(OR 7.21; CI 3.64-14.27).

Interpregnancy intervals, intention to BF and infant feeding at discharge
Intention to BF was similar for short and intermediate groups but declined from 67% in the short to 44%
in the long IPI group (Table 3). At the time of discharge
from the hospital, exclusive BF was more common
among women in the short IPI group than in the oth-

Table 3: Interpregnancy intervals, intention to breastfeed and infant feeding at discharge.
Interpregnancy Interval

< 18 Mo.

18-59 Mo.

≥ 60 Mo.

p

Mother-Infant Dyads no. (%)

70 (34)

85 (42)

50 (24)

NS

Prior breastfeeding experience no. (%)

44 (63)

50 (59)

27 (54)

NS

Living children before median (range)

1 (1-7)

1 (1-7)

2 (1-5)

NS

Intention to breastfeed no. (%)

47 (67)

55 (65)

22 (44)

Intention to feed formula no. (%)

11 (16)

14 (16)

14 (28)

Intention to feed both no. (%)

12 (17)

16 (19)

14 (28)

First feeding by breast no. (%)

39 (56)

44 (52)

22 (44)

NS

Received lactation consults no. (%)

60 (86)

69 (81)

38 (76)

NS

Exclusive breastfeeding no. (%)

26 (37)

21 (25)

9 (18)

Partial breastfeeding no. (%)

25 (36)

26 (30)

14 (28)

Formula feeding no. (%)

19 (27)

38 (45)

27 (54)

Subsequent Pregnancy
0.02

Infant Feeding at Discharge
0.02

Table 4: Prior breastfeeding experience and breastfeeding at discharge.
Prior BF

No Prior BF

p

121 (59)

84 (41)

NS

Intention to breastfeed no. (%)

90 (74)

34 (40)

Intention to feed both no. (%)

27 (22)

15 (18)

Intention to feed formula no. (%)

4 (4)

35 (42)

First feeding by breast no. (%)

77 (64)

28 (33)

0.0001

Received lactation consults no. (%)

116 (96)

51 (61)

0.0001

Exclusive breastfeeding no. (%)

44 (77)

12 (14)

Partial breastfeeding no. (%)

50 (41)

15 (18)

Formula feeding no. (%)

27 (22)

57 (68)

Mother-Infant Dyads no. (%)
Subsequent Pregnancy

0.0001

Infant Feeding at Discharge
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Discussion
Following changes in policies and in hospital practices, improvements in intention to BF and BF initiation
for healthy U.S. populations have been reported [10].
Unfortunately, progress made in increasing BF rates for
women with complex pregnancies including women
with PGDM have been modest [26,27]. Variables associated prenatally with intention to BF and postnatally with
BF initiation and duration have been described, however, prior BF experience among women with PGDM has
been examined less frequently and, pertinent to our
study, BF initiation and IPI have not been previously investigated [21,23,28,29].
Various methods have been utilized to assess the intervals between pregnancies [23]. We employed the most
frequently used that determined the time in months
elapsed from the date of the previous live birth to the
onset of the pregnancy of the subsequent live birth [23].
If intervening obstetrical events such as stillbirth, miscarriages and induced abortions are ignored, the distribution of short IPI and the association of risk factors and
IPI length could be affected [24,29-31]. Thus, to facilitate interpretation of our data, we included only women without intervening obstetrical events between their
previous and subsequent pregnancies. Like other investigators, we categorized IPI as short (< 18 months), intermediate (18-59 months) or long IPI (≥ 60 months) because many adverse maternal and neonatal outcomes
have been associated with short and long IPI [14-16,18].
It is worth noting that recent studies suggest that adverse associations from short IPI from high resource
settings may be limited to very short IPI (< 6 months or
possibly 6-11 months) as opposed to the 18 or 24 month
IPI for lower-resources settings [32,33]. Thus, it is possible that recommendations from the World Health Organization for optimal birth spacing to reduce adverse
outcomes may not be appropriate for women in high
resource settings such as the U.S., Canada and Europe
[32,33].
Among healthy U.S. populations, it has been reported that the median IPI was 29 months (range 25-32
months) and that the IPI increased with mother’s age
[30]. The number of women with PGDM and short IPI
occurred at asimilar rate to that reported for other populations [14,15,22,24,29,31]. Our data showed that 59%
of women with PGDM delivered earlier or later than
the ACOG recommendations [6]. Women who deliver
after long IPI experience a higher rate of chorioamnionitis, cesarean deliveries, preeclampsia and premature
births [14,32-34]. In our study population obesity, macrosomia, chronic hypertension and severe preeclampsia
were common; however, our data did not reveal any
relationship between IPI length and these morbidities.
The relation of birth spacing with diabetes in pregnancy has been well described [14-18]. Studies on occurrence and recurrence of diabetes in pregnancy have
Cordero et al. Int J Womens Health Wellness 2020, 6:114
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confirmed that short as well as long IPI are independent
risk factors for the development of diabetes and preeclampsia at the time of the subsequent pregnancy [1416]. After controlling for confounding factors, a long IPI
remained associated with PGDM at the time of subsequent delivery [18]. Since IPI is a potentially modifiable
risk factor, it has been suggested that shorter IPI may allow some women to complete childbearing before they
develop diabetes or their disease worsens [18]. However, it has been recognized that contraception and family
planning, key for these purposes, may be difficult since
women with gestational or PGDM may be less likely to
effectively use contraception than women without diabetes [18,35,36]. Furthermore, a national survey suggests that 20-40% of pregnancies following long IPI are
unintentional [37].
Short IPI have been associated with prematurity, low birth weight, small for gestational age, infant
admission to NICU and increased infant mortality
[14,22,31,34,38,39]. Our data showed that a high rate of
NICU admissions associated with short IPI may be partially related to GA. Regardless of diagnoses, admission
to the NICU may prolong hospitalization and disrupt
critical physiological mother-infant interactions that
could potentially affect BF [11,25,40,41]. In the current
study, despite those obstacles, BF initiation was better
among infants in the short IPI group [21,25-27]. Infants
born to women with PGDM are also challenged by morbidities directly or indirectly related to their mother’s
illness, and it is very difficult to ascertain which factors if
any are specifically related to IPI [11,25,34].
In our experience the rate of women with PGDM
who intended to BF ranges from 66 to 79% [11,26]. Like
others, we noted that intention to BF and prior BF experience are strong predictors of exclusive or partial BF at
discharge from the hospital [8,11,26,27,42-45]. Unfortunately, the rate of women healthy or otherwise who
do not intend to BF remained consistent [11,16,26,27].
The data presented here showed a decline in the rate of
intention to exclusively BF and an increase in the rate
of intention to feed formula and BF combined among
women who delivered after a long IPI.
Regardless of mode of delivery, many of the maternal and neonatal morbidities that affect women with
complex pregnancies and their infants are permanent
or temporary obstacles for BF initiation [25,27]. The decline in exclusive BF at discharge and the increase in the
rate of women who FF in the long IPI group, although
disappointing, was not unexpected. In our experience
women who intend to FF seldom change their mind and
initiate BF [11,26,27].
Limitations of the study are those inherent to a retrospective design and the lack of follow up information
on infant feeding following discharge. The strengths of
the present investigation included the definition of BF
at discharge and that the data from mothers and infants
• Page 5 of 7 •
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was obtained directly from medical records and not
from maternal recall questionnaires. More importantly,
to our knowledge this is the first study which attempts
to relate BF initiation to IPI in a population of women
with PGDM.
In conclusion, among women with PGDM, intention
to BF at discharge is less frequent following a long IPI.
Short IPI is associated with type 1 diabetes and younger age, whereas long IPI occurred more often in older
women with type 2 diabetes. Short IPI is associated with
exclusive BF at discharge, while a long IPI is associated
with lower intention to BF, lower rate of exclusive BF
and higher rate of FF. IPI outside the recommended
guidelines for women with PGDM become and additional risk factors for BF initiation failure and identify a
group of women in need of specific and sustained support for BF success.
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